Focus on Faculty 2011
This book celebrates the scholarship, service and excellence of our faculty at Bellarmine University.

As president, I realize that while classroom instruction and personal attention to students are the primary commitments of our faculty, they also devote considerable time and energy to pursuits beyond the classroom walls. Whether that involves conducting research, presenting the results of that research at scholarly conferences, publishing in journals and books, leading study-abroad courses or service-learning trips or creating artistic expressions, the significant accomplishments of our faculty bring recognition to Bellarmine University and are worthy of celebration.

Bellarmine University’s Strategic Plan identifies the following goals in pursuit of Vision 2020:

• Celebrate our Catholic identity in the inclusive Merton spirit as the foundation of our commitment to student fulfillment, global consciousness and environmental sustainability;
• Establish and sustain a climate of excellence throughout the university;
• Integrate an international focus and sensibility into all curricular and co-curricular programs;
• Enhance our reputation, expand our market and dramatically grow our enrollment; and
• Develop our financial, physical, and human resources to achieve our vision for the new Bellarmine University.

This book is organized around these goals, which are integral and central to our work at the university.

The achievements listed here represent research and service completed in the 2011 calendar year and underscore our commitment to being the premier Catholic university in the South, and thereby the leading private institution in the Commonwealth and region. Please join me in congratulating and thanking our faculty for their tremendous successes described in this book.

*In veritatis amore,*

Dr. Joseph J. McGowan
MR. ROBERT G. PFAADT (left) received the 2011 Bellarmine University Student Government Association’s Teacher of the Year Award.

DR. EVANTHIA SPELIOTIS won the William T. Miles Memorial Award.

DR. MIL THOMPSON won the Bellarmine University Wilson W. Wyatt Fellowship of Academic Excellence.

DR. TOM WILSON won the Bellarmine University Joseph and Maureen McGowan Prize for Faculty Development.

PRESIDENTIAL MERIT AWARD WINNERS:
Dr. Michael Ackerman
Dr. Tony Brosky
Dr. Kate Bulinski
Dr. Sherill Cronin
Dr. Alan Deck
Dr. John Gatton
Dr. Patty Gillette
Dr. Greg Hillis
Dr. Elizabeth Hinson-Hasty
Dr. Aaron Hoffman
Dr. Mary Huff
Dr. George Kilcourse
Dr. Michael Luthy
Dr. Myra McCrickard
Dr. Dón Osborn
Dr. Gina Pariser
Dr. David Pariser
Dr. David Porta
Dr. Anne Raymond
Dr. Mike Ryan
Dr. Richard Schrader
Dr. Mil Thompson
Dr. Mark Wiegand
Dr. Steven Wilt
Dr. Christy Wolfe
Dr. Kevin M. Thomas was recognized as a 2011 Student Technology Leadership Program Ambassador by the Kentucky Department of Education.

The School of Education was selected as the 2011 Community Partner of the Year for the work of Bellarmine faculty and students who have engaged in volunteer projects with the Volunteers of America (VOA).

Dr. Sarah B. Bush received the 2011 John Richard Binford Memorial Award.

Dr. Sarah B. Bush received the University of Louisville Graduate Dean’s Citation in Curriculum and Instruction.

Dr. Nancy L. York served as a co-investigator in a grant, “An Intervention for Promoting Smoke-free Policy in Rural Kentucky,” which was funded with $3,362,228 from the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute.

Dr. David J. Porta served as a co-researcher on a long-term project designed to develop a Warrior Injury Assessment Manikin (WIAman) for the U.S. military with Dr. Warren Hardy at Virginia Tech University.

Dr. Eric Roorda won a $150,000 grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities to direct an NEH Summer Institute for college professors. Dr. Roorda also received research grants totaling $2,500 from the Library Foundations of both the Harry S. Truman Presidential Library and the Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidential Library for research at those archives.

Dr. Frank Hutchins, serving as secondary investigator/cultural consultant, was part of an interdisciplinary
team that received a $40,000 Global Health Initiative grant from the University of Wisconsin-Madison for a project titled “Understanding and Controlling Brucellosis in the Imbabura Province of Ecuador.”

**MR. CARLOS MANUEL CHAVARRÍA** was awarded Best Director for *Achilles in Sparta* at the Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival, Region IV, in Daytona Beach, Fla.

**MR. CARLOS MANUEL CHAVARRÍA** was initiated into the Mexican Association of Theatre Investigators (AMIT).

**DR. DAVID J. PORTA**, along with **DR. HELEN-GRACE RYAN** and the **BELARMINE EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM**, won the 2011 NASPA Gold Award for development of BERT, the first collegiate emergency response team in Kentucky.

**DRS. JOAN C. MASTERS** and **BARBARA LEE** received $50,000 from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s New Careers in Nursing program for scholarships for students underrepresented in nursing.

**MS. TIFFANY CARBONNEAU** was awarded a $20,000 2011 Efroymson Contemporary Art Fellowship to fund the purchase of equipment and research in China, Vietnam and Thailand.

**DR. SHERILL CRONIN** won a $17,343 grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Health Resources and Services Administration for advanced education nursing traineeships.

**DR. DAVID L. MOSLEY** was listed in Who’s Who Among Collegiate Faculty.

**MS. LAURA HARTFORD** received the Jurors’ Selection award for her image Roots in the exhibit “Dreams” at the Center of Fine Art Photography in Fort Collins, Colo.

**DR. LISA WILLNER** received the Pyramid Award of Excellence for the Art of Governance, presented by the Center for Nonprofit Excellence in honor of her service as Executive Director of the Kentucky Psychological Association (KPA).

**DR. RYAN THERKELSEN** was selected as a Project NExT (New Experiences in Teaching) Fellow for 2011-12. This is a competitive fellowship of the Mathematical Association of America for first- and second-year college faculty.

**DR. CATHERINE CRANDELL** won a Professional Writing Award from Shenandoah University for her capstone project, “Examining the Role of Service-Learning Course Experiences on Development of Professionalism in Doctor of Physical Therapy Students: A Case Report.”

**DR. PATRICIA GILLETTE** et al. won the Social Responsibility Poster Award for “Fall Risk Factor Profile in a Medically Underserved Population and the Effectiveness of the Matter of Balance Program” at the Combined Section Meeting of the American Physical Therapy Association.

**MS. TIFFANY CARBONNEAU** was awarded an Artist Honorarium for the exhibition “Currents 2011” in the Santa Fe International New Media Festival, Santa Fe, N.M.

**DR. JOSEPH A. BROSKY JR.** and others wrote a grant titled “The Effect of 3.5% Menthol Ointment on Knee Pain and Function Among Patients with Knee OA” and were awarded $5,000 from Hygenic Corp. to pilot a clinical trial.

**DR. GAIL HENSON** was awarded $500 from The Schmid Foundation for the development and implementation of a two-session workshop on the use of the arts in handling grief.
Presentations

**DRS. BERNARD MINNIS SR., ROBERT COOTER** and **KATHLEEN COOTER** served on a televised panel discussion at a Town Hall Meeting on “Waiting for Superman” sponsored by Parents for Improving Kentucky Education (PIKE), in Louisville on Oct. 26, 2011.

**DR. BERNARD MINNIS SR.** et al. presented on “Improving the Quality of Alternative Education Programs” at the Step Up for Kids Conference in Louisville on Dec. 6, 2011.

**MR. CARL WILLIAMS** presented a professional development session for new teachers at Myers Middle School on Aug. 25, 2011, entitled “A New Teacher’s Guide to a Successful Classroom.”

**DRS. CHRISTY D. MCGEE** and **CLAIRE HUGHES** presented “Talking About My Generation: Examining Giftedness from a Generational Perspective” at the annual convention of the National Association for Gifted Children on Nov. 4, 2011.

**DR. CORRIE BLOCK** presented “Using the KCSS Journal” at the Kentucky Council for the Social Studies Annual Conference, in Bowling Green, Ky., in September 2011.

**DRS. ROBERT COOTER, THERESA MAGPURI-LAVELL** and **KATHLEEN COOTER** presented “Breakthroughs in Science & Math Vocabulary Instruction with Urban Adolescent Learners: Memphis Striving Readers” at the 56th Annual Conference of the International Reading Association, Orlando, Fla., on May 9, 2011.
DR. CORRIE BLOCK et al. presented “Kentucky Content Literacy Consortium Year 4” at a Striving Readers Stakeholders Meeting in Louisville in September 2011.

DR. DAVID PAIGE presented “Measuring the Connection Between Classroom Instruction and Student Engagement” at the National Middle School Association pre-conference on Nov. 11, 2011.


DR. DOTTIE WILLIS et al. presented “Turning Distractions into Tools: Taking Technology from Their World and Bringing It Into Ours” at the National Writing Project Urban Sites Network Conference in Boston, Mass., in April 2011.

DR. DOTTIE WILLIS et al. presented “Inquiring Minds Want to Know: How To Ask the ‘Write’ Questions to Improve Instruction and Assessment” at the Kentucky Association of Teacher Educators Conference in Georgetown, Ky., in October 2011.

DR. DOTTIE WILLIS et al. presented “Engaging ALL Students in Academic Inquiry Through Socratic Circles” at the Innovation Summit in Lexington, Ky., in December 2011.


DRS. KEVIN M. THOMAS and KATHLEEN COOTER presented “Podcasting with ‘Digital Native’ Preservice Teachers” at the Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education International Conference in Nashville, Tenn., in March 2011.

DR. SARAH B. BUSH presented “Analyzing Middle School Students’ Algebra-Related Misconceptions and Errors” at the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Regional Conference in St. Louis, Mo., in October 2011.


DR. SARAH BUSH et al. presented “Developing Your Interdisciplinary Murder Mystery” at the Annual Meeting of the National Middle School Association in Louisville in November 2011.

DRS. THERESA MAGPURI-LAVELL and DAVID PAIGE presented “Promoting Literacy among Struggling Readers: How Teachers in One High Poverty, Urban Secondary School Infuse Reading Instruction Strategies
in the Content Areas” at the 2011 Conference of the Association of Literacy Educators and Researchers in Richmond, Va., in November 2011.

**DR. THERESA MAGPURI-LAVELL** presented “Academic Vocabulary Instruction in Mathematics with Urban Adolescent Learners” at the Annual Meeting of the Kentucky Reading Association in Lexington, Ky., in October 2011.

**DR. DAVID L. MOSLEY** presented “Nietzsche, Beethoven, and the Composition of History” to the Society for the Philosophical Study of Education at the American Philosophical Association in Minneapolis, Minn., in 2011.

**DR. AKHTAR MAHMOOD** along with Mr. Ben Draper (Bellarmine University student) and Dr. Bijan Nemati (Jet Propulsion Lab) presented “Simulation and Testbed Studies Aimed at Detecting Earth-like Exoplanets with NASA’s Next Generation Space-based SIM-Lite Astrometric Observatory” at the 2011 Annual American Physical Society Meeting in Anaheim, Calif., April 30 - May 3, 2011.

**DR. AKHTAR MAHMOOD** and Antonin Verlet-Banide presented “Study of W and Z Bosons with ATLAS Monte-Carlo Data at CERN-LHC” at the at 97th Annual KAS meeting at Murray State University on Nov. 5, 2011. At that same meeting, Dr. Mahmood presented posters with Sean Dockery (“Monte-Carlo Simulation Studies using the ATLAS Detector at the Large Hadron (LHC) at CERN”) and with Meghan Allen (“The ATLAS Tier3 Grid Supercomputer at Bellarmine University”).

**MR. CARLOS MANUEL CHAVARRÍA** facilitated a workshop on Social Justice for theatre students at UNC, Chapel Hill, in January 2011.


Practices of Mexican Men Who Have Sex with Other Men,” at the Association for Theatre in Higher Education in Chicago in August 2011.

**MR. CARLOS MANUEL CHAVARRÍA** served on a panel, “Zoot Suit by Luis Valdez, Productions and History, Guest Artist,” at Arizona State University in Tempe, Ariz., in October 2011.

**DRS. DAVE ROBINSON** and **JOANN LAU** presented three posters at the annual meeting of the Botanical Society of America held in St. Louis, Mo., in July 2011. Two of the posters were “Involve Your Botany Students in Biomedical Research: Join The Ambrosia Project” and “A Six-Week Laboratory Project in Plant Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics with Subsequent Publication in the NCBI GenBank.” The third poster, “Effect of Dextracts from Reishi Mushroom (*Ganoderma lucidum*) on Lung Cancer Cell Proliferation,” was co-authored by four Bellarmine students.

**DR. DAVID J. PORTA** presented a seminar titled “Anatomical Research, Injury and the Law a.k.a. The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly” for local Radiologic Technicians sponsored by Raynostix Corp. on March 24, 2011.

**DR. ERIC ROORDA** directed the Munson Institute of American Maritime Studies, a summer residential graduate program accredited by the University of Connecticut based at Mystic Seaport, Conn.

**DR. JON BLANDFORD** presented “Buyers and Cellars: The Economy of an Underground Plot” in October 2011 at an American Literature Association symposium in Savannah, Ga. The title of the symposium was “Mysterious America: Crime Fiction in American Culture.”

**DR. STEVEN D. WILT** presented “Effects of Vitreous-treatment on the Notch2 Pathway in Pig Retinal Pigment Epithelium” at the Butler University Undergraduate Research Conference in Indianapolis, Ind. He and M. Garner also presented “CD46, Discs Large and B1-Integrin in Pig Retinal Pigment Epithelium.”

**DR. JUSTIN KLASSEN** presented “Strange Realism: Christian Poetics and the Intimacy of Creation” at the Southwest Regional Meeting of the American Academy of Religion in Irving, Texas, March 7-8, 2011.

**DR. KATHERINE BIEDERMAN** presented “Non-Culpable Ignorance Is Culpable Ignorance” at the American Philosophical Association, Eastern Division, in Washington, D.C., on Dec. 30, 2011.

**DR. KATHERINE BIEDERMAN** presented “What’s Wrong with Ethics Education” at the 13th International Conference on Ethics Across the Curriculum in St. Louis, Mo., on Nov. 5, 2011.

**DR. KATHERINE BIEDERMAN** presented “Moral Responsibility and Assessment: The Case of George W. Bush” to the Indiana Philosophical Association at Hanover College in Indiana on Oct. 21, 2011.

**MS. LAURA HARTFORD** delivered an artist lecture at Providence College in Providence, R.I., in November 2011.

**DR. KATHERINE V. BULINSKI** and Ms. Michelle Johnston presented “Change in Ecospace Utilization Through the Type Cincinnatian: a Study of Biodiversity Patterns as a Function of Stratigraphic Range, Lithology and Sample Size” at the Geological Society of America North-Central/North-Eastern Joint Section Meeting in Pittsburgh, Pa., in April 2011.

**DR. KATHERINE V. BULINSKI** and Ms. Michelle Johnston presented “Exploring Community-level Fossil Biodiversity Patterns Through the Lenses of Sample Size, Geographic
Area, and Ecospace Utilization” at the Virginia Tech Department of Geosciences on April 15, 2011.

**DR. KATHERINE V. BULINKSI** and Ms. Michelle Johnston presented “Paleoecology in the Ordovician: Case Studies from the Cincinnati Arch” at the Kentucky Paleontological Society on April 29, 2011.

**MS. MEME TUNNELL** was a collaborative pianist for the International Horn Competition of America at the University of Louisville in September 2011.

**DR. MARY O. HUFF** et al. presented research entitled “The Endocrine Disruptors Cadmium Chloride and Sodium Arsenate Activate Estrogen Receptor-mediated Signaling and Induce Human Lung Adenocarcinoma Cell Proliferation” at the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology National meeting in Washington, D.C., in April 2011.

**DR. MARY O. HUFF** et al. presented a poster entitled “A Semester-long Laboratory Exercise Demonstrating the Relationship Between Gene to Protein Function Using Yeast Alcohol Dehydrogenase 1 (ADH1)” at the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Special Symposia on Teaching in the Life Sciences at the University of Richmond in Virginia in August 2011.

**MS. MEME TUNNELL** and Professor Leone Buyse of Rice University presented a guest artist recital at Flute Society of Kentucky Conference at the University of Louisville in January 2011.

**MS. MEME TUNNELL** presented a recital with Bruce Heim at the University of Louisville in September 2011 and with Dr. Michael Tunnell in October 2011.

**MS. MEME TUNNELL** and Dr. Michael Tunnell were guest artists at the Kentucky Composers Concert at Eastern Kentucky University in October 2011.

**MS. MEME TUNNELL** and Dr. Michael Tunnell were guest artists at the New Music Festival at the University of Louisville in November 2011.

**DR. RYAN THERKELSEN** presented “Order in the Conjugacy Decomposition of the Rook Monoid” at the AMS-MAA Joint Mathematics Meetings in New Orleans, La., in January 2011.
**DR. RYAN THERKELSEN** presented “From Weyl Groups to Renner Monoids” at the Summer REU (Research Experiences for Undergraduates) on Groups, Graphs, and Geometry at the University of North Carolina-Asheville, N.C., in July 2011.

**DRS. STEVEN D. WILT** and **PAUL KISER** et al. presented “Munc13-3 Mutation Disrupts Monocular Deprivation Induced Ocular Dominance Shifts in Visual Cortex of Young and Adult Mice” at the Society for Neuroscience in Washington, D.C.

**DR. THOMAS BENNETT** with Taylor Eisenmenger (BU student) presented a poster entitled “The Effects of Bisphenol-A (BPA) on the Embryological Development of Japanese Medaka Fish (Oryzias latipes)” at the 23rd annual Undergraduate Research Conference at Butler University on April 15, 2011.

**MR. RICHARD BURCHARD** premiered new compositions at national music conventions in Chicago, Los Angeles and Fort Collins, Colo.

**DR. WILLIAM FENTON** presented a workshop on cooperative learning for Project NExT at the national summer meeting of the Mathematical Association of America.

**DR. JUSTIN KLASSEN** presented “Monstrous Hospitality: Subverting the Ideological Function of Francis Bacon’s Epistemology” at the Christian Scholars’ Conference on Science and Theology at Pepperdine University on June 16-18, 2011.

**DR. DAVE PARISER** presented “Reducing Co-pays for Kentucky Physical Therapy Patients” at the State Governmental Affairs and Payment Forum of the American Physical Therapy Association in Austin, Texas, in 2011.

**DRS. KENT BROWN, JOSEPH A. BROSKY JR., DAVE PARISER** and others presented “Effects of Prehabilitation on Quality of Life Three Months Following Total Knee Arthroplasty” at the National Strength and Conditioning Association (NCSA) meeting in Las Vegas, Nev., in 2011.

**DR. ELAINE LONNEMANN** participated in the 2011 Oxford Debate at the Annual APTA Conference National Harbor in Maryland.

**DR. ELAINE LONNEMANN** and others presented “Connecting the Classroom and Clinic: Use of an International Collaborative Classroom Wiki” at the APTA Combined Sections Meeting in New Orleans, La., in 2011.

**DR. ELAINE LONNEMANN** presented a lecture, “An Introduction to High Velocity Thrust Techniques for Physical Therapists,” at the Krannert School of Physical Therapy at the University of Indianapolis in November 2011.

**DR. ELAINE LONNEMANN** presented “Professional Development for Physical Therapists using Web 2.0” at Floyd Memorial Hospital’s Physical Therapy Department in New Albany, Ind., on Jan. 25, 2011.

**DR. ERMALYNN M. KIEHL** presented “Stress, Coping, Adaptation & Resilience in Swedish and American Families” at the Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric, and Neonatal Nurses (AWH-ONN)’s 2011 Annual Convention in Denver, Colo.


**Dr. Steven D. Wilt et al.** published “Cellular and Laminar Expression of Dab-1 During the Postnatal Critical Period in Cat Visual Vortex and the Effects of Dark Rearing” in Brain Research, Vol.1383: 81-89.

**Dr. Ermalyrn M. Kiehl and others** presented “Unit-based Nursing Research – Making It Happen” to the Nursing Research Symposium at Research! Louisville.

**Dr. Ermalyrn M. Kiehl and others** presented “Emergency Countermeasures Staffing: Integrating Student Nurses into Community Response, A Collaborative Project with the University of Louisville, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the American Association of Colleges of Nursing” to the American Association of Colleges of Nursing’s 2011 Baccalaureate Education Conference in St. Louis, Mo.

**Dr. Ermalyrn M. Kiehl and others** presented “Identifying Motivators and Barriers Related to Returning to School: RN to BSN” at Research! Louisville.

**Dr. Gwendolyn Rinker** presented “Differences in Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Survival between Appalachian and Non-Appalachian Areas of Kentucky” at the North American Association of Central Cancer Registries in Louisville in June 2011.

**Dr. Joan C. Masters** presented “Using Psychiatric Practitioner Memoirs as a Teaching Strategy” at the American Psychiatric Nurses Association’s National Conference in Anaheim, Calif., in October 2011.

**Dr. Joan C. Masters and Ms. Barbara Lee** presented a poster, “The Use of Group Interviews to Improve the Scholarship Selection Process,” at the Robert Wood Johnson New Careers in Nursing Annual Summit in Washington, D.C., in September 2011. This was the winning poster in the category of Recruitment and Retention.

**Dr. Michael Huggins** presented “Gay Men in Nursing: The Costs of Feminormativity and Heteronormativity” to the American Assembly of Men in Nursing in Lexington on Oct. 21, 2011.

**Dr. Michael Huggins** presented “The State of Advanced Practice in Kentucky” to the American College of Nurse Practitioners Conference in Denver, Colo., on Oct. 7, 2011.

**Dr. Michael Huggins** presented “What Educators Should Know About Internet Safety” to the National Catholic Educational Association’s Annual Conference in New Orleans, La., April 26-28, 2011.
**DRS. PATRICIA GILLETTE and GINA PARISER** presented “Cardiovascular Risk Factors and Physical Performance Profile of Aging Females with Diabetes Enrolled in a Public Health Class” to the American Physical Therapy Association Combined Sections Meeting in New Orleans, La., in February 2011. Dr. Gillette and others also presented “Fall Risk Profile in a Medically Underserved Population and the Effectiveness of the Matter of Balance Program.”

**DR. PERI JACOBSON** presented “An Examination of Professional Behaviors of Clinical Instructors as Observed by Students on Clinical Experiences” at the Combined Sections Meeting of the American Physical Therapy Association in Chicago in February 2011.

**DRS. PERI JACOBSON and GINA PARISER** presented “Bringing Evidence-Based Practice into Reality - Helping Students Take the First Step” at the Annual Conference of the Association of Schools of Allied Health Professions in Phoenix, Ariz., in October 2011.

**DRS. SHERILL CRONIN and ELIZABETH FITZGERALD** presented “Toward a Better Understanding of the Latina Prenatal Care Experience” at the Transcultural Nursing Society’s 37th Annual Conference in Las Vegas, Nev., in October 2011.

**DR. SHERRILL CRONIN** presented “Nursing Research: Generating New Knowledge, Innovations and Improvements” at the Jewish Hospital and St. Mary’s Healthcare Annual Research Symposium in Louisville in July 2011.


**DR. JOSEPH A. BROSKY JR. et al.** presented “The Effects of 3.5% Menthol Gel on Knee Pain and Functioning Among Patients with Knee Osteo-arthritis” at the TheraBand Research Advisory Council (TRAC) in San Francisco, Calif., July 22-24, 2011.

**DR. BETH ENNIS** presented “Using Group and Individual Aquatic Therapy to Treat Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders” at the American Physical Therapy Association Combined Sections Meeting in New Orleans, La., in February 2011. She and others also presented “The Use of an Activity Booklet to Encourage Physical Activity in Children with Down Syndrome.”

**DR. GINA PARISER** and Ms. Jillian Redlinger, a student in the Doctor of Physical Therapy Program, presented “Addressing Exercise Barriers in Aging African Americans with Diabetes and Mobility Disability” at the American Physical Therapy Association Meeting in New Orleans, La., in February 2011.

**DRS. JOSEPH A. BROSKY JR., DAVE PARISER, KENT BROWN** and others presented “Effects of a Partially Supervised Prehabilitation Exercise Program on Functional Performance Tasks before and After Total Knee Arthroplasty” at the American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) Combined Sections Meeting in New Orleans, La., Feb. 9-12, 2011.

**DR. GAIL HENSON** presented “Light at the End of the Tunnel” at the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication’s Midwinter Meeting in Norman, Okla., in March 2011.

**DR. GAIL HENSON** presented “Acing Assessment: How to Measure, Document and Improve Student Achievement of Student Learning Outcomes” at the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication’s National Convention in St. Louis, Mo., in August 2011.
DR. KIMBERLY A. PARKER et al. presented “Boosting the Potency of Resistance: Combining the Motivational Forces of Inoculation and Psychological Reactance” at the National Communication Association’s Annual Meeting in New Orleans, La.


DR. MOIRA O’KEEFFE presented “Science Fiction and the Big Questions” at the 100 Year Spaceship Public Symposium sponsored by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the NASA Ames Research Center in Orlando, Fla., in September 2011.


DR. RUTH WAGONER presented a workshop, “Teaching Reasoning and Fallacies in a One Credit Hour Course,” at the Joint Meeting of the Kentucky Communication Association and the Tennessee Communication Association at Lake Barkley, Ky., in September 2011. Dr. Wagoner also served as a panelist for Great Ideas in Teaching at the meeting.


MS. LAURA HARTFORD had a solo exhibit, “Sprout,” at the Morrison Gallery in Elizabethtown, Ky.

MS. LAURA HARTFORD’S photographs were included in the exhibit “Poetry and Science,” featuring members of the Society for Photographic Education Women’s Caucus. The work was exhibited at Trois Gallery at the Savannah College of Art and Design’s Atlanta campus in conjunction with the national SPE conference and later traveled to the Northlight Gallery at Arizona State University in Tempe.

MS. LAURA HARTFORD’S work was juried into two
national photography exhibits: “Photography 2011: Portraits” at the San Joaquin Delta College in Stockton, Calif., and “Dreams” at the Center for Fine Art Photography in Fort Collins, Colo.

**MS. LAURA HARTFORD’S** photograph, Hovering Between Us, was selected for inclusion in the Indiana University MFA Alumni Exhibit at Perspective Gallery in Evanston, Ill.

**MS. TIFFANY CARBONNEAU** exhibited her work at “Currents 2011,” Santa Fe International New Media Festival, Santa Fe, New Mexico, in June 2011.

**MS. CAREN CUNNINGHAM** exhibited a sculpture entitled Chew Chew with the ENID: Generations of Women Sculptors group at the Carnegie Center for Art in New Albany, Ind.

**MS. CAREN CUNNINGHAM** had four large limestone sculptures entitled Lotus Stupa, The General, Shrine of Harmony and The Brothers juried into the “Sculpture in the Dell” exhibition at Yew Dell Botanical Gardens in Crestwood, Ky.


**MS. TIFFANY CARBONNEAU** exhibited two pieces, Untitled (doorway) and Untitled (circle) at “Lumen: International Video Art and Performance Festival,” presented by the Council on the Arts and Humanities for Staten Island, New York, in June 2011.

**DR. PAUL M. PEARSON** presented “The Seven Storey Goldmine: The Extraordinary Success of Thomas Merton’s Autobiography” at the College English Association in St. Petersburg, Fla. on March 31, 2011.

**DR. PAUL M. PEARSON** presented “Thomas Merton: Poet, Monk, Prophet” during “Protecting Each Other” at the Broadway Baptist Church in Louisville on Nov. 3, 2011.

**DR. PAUL M. PEARSON** presented “The Paradox of Place: Experiencing ‘All the Times and Moods of One Good Place’ with Thomas Merton” at the 12th International Thomas Merton Society Conference in Chicago on June 10, 2011.

**DR. PAUL M. PEARSON** presented “Seeking Paradise: Thomas Merton and the Shakers” at the Ursuline Sisters Educational Center in Pepper Pike, Ohio, on Oct. 25, 2011.

**MS. GABRIELE BOSLEY** presented “Workshop for International Education Administrators on How to Develop Students’ Intercultural Competence on Study Abroad” at Oregon State University in Corvallis, Ore., on Feb. 28, 2011.

**Publications**

**MR. MARK KAELIN’S** “Physical Therapy Exercises for Transtibial Military Amputees,” “Efficacy of Trunk Muscle Exercises in Chronic Stroke Patients,” “Do Pushups Make You Hit Harder in Football” and “Bodybuilding With Shoulder Problems” were published on the LIVESTRONG website.

**DR. DAVID PAIGE** published “16 Minutes with Eyes on Text Can Make a Difference: Whole-Class Choral Reading as an Adolescent Fluency Strategy” in Reading Horizons, Vol. 51 (1), 1-20.

**DR. DAVID PAIGE** published “That Sounded Good!!: Using Whole-Class Choral Reading to Improve Fluency” in Reading Teacher, Vol. 64(6), 435-438.
DR. DAVID PAIGE’S “Testing the Acceleration Hypothesis: Fluency Outcomes Using Still Versus Accelerated Text in Sixth-Grade Students with Reading Disabilities” was published in Literacy Research and Instruction, Vol. 50(4), 294-312.


DR. DOTTIE WILLIS published “Resolutions for a New School Year” in Silhouettes, the journal of the National At-Risk Education Network.


DR. ELIZABETH HINSON-HASTY’S “Finding the Little Gate: A U.S. Theologian’s Reflections on the Public Role of the Church in Hungary” was published in Studia Theologica Debrecensis.


MS. CAREN CUNNINGHAM had a photo of her limestone sculpture published in the national magazine Horticulture.

MR. CARLOS CHAVARRÍA produced a 10-minute play, Roommates, for Finnigan’s Festival of Funky, Fresh and Fun in April 2011.


DR. ERIC ROORDA published an entry on Rafael Trujillo, dictator of the Dominican Republic, in Oxford Bibliographies Online.

DR. ERIC ROORDA published an entry on the Good Neighbor Policy in “The Encyclopedia of Latin American Intervention” (ABC-CLIO).


DR. JULIEN CARIÈRE published a book review, “Are we hardwired for allowing poverty and hunger to persist?” in the National Catholic Reporter.


Three of LAURA HARTFORD’S photographs were featured in the 200-page catalog “Reversing the Gaze,” published by the Women’s Caucus for the Arts. Her image Graham Reclining was included in the exhibit of the same name at SOMArts in San Francisco.


- Sept. 2011 - Mathematics Navigator: Fractions as Numbers for 3rd Grade, Instructor Edition
- Sept. 2011 - Mathematics Navigator: Geometry for 5th Grade, Instructor Edition
- Oct. 2011 - Mathematics Navigator: Unit Fractions and
Dr. Beverley Holland chairs the traditional four-year Bachelor of Science in Nursing program; the accelerated second-degree BSN program; and the RN-to-BSN program that is offered at two off-campus sites, Norton Audubon Hospital and Baptist Hospital East.

Operations for 4th Grade, Instructor Edition
• Nov. 2011 - Mathematics Navigator: Equations and Inequalities for 7th Grade, Instructor Edition
• Nov. 2011 - Mathematics Navigator: Proportional Reasoning for 8th Grade, Instructor Edition


Mr. Richard Burchard’s compositions Ecce Dedi Verba Mea for mixed choir, Creator Alme Siderum for mixed choir and Creator Alme Siderum for men’s choir were published by Gentry Music, Los Angeles, through Hal Leonard Music.

Mr. Richard Burchard’s compositions O Vos Omnes and Ubi Caritas were published by Pavane Music, Los Angeles, through Hal Leonard Music.


Dr. Michael Huggins et al. published The Internet and Social Media: A Legal and Practical Guide for Catholic Educators, for the National Catholic Education Association, Washington, D.C. Dr. Huggins also published Internet Safety: What Parents Should Know.


Dr. Nancy L. York et al. published “Cultural Competence of Practicing Nurses Entering an RN to BSN Program” in Nursing Education Perspectives.
DRS. NANCY L. YORK and CHRISTY KANE published “Trends in Caring for ARDS Patients” and “Understanding the Alphabet Soup of Mechanical Ventilation” in Dimensions of Critical Care Nursing.


DR. MICHAEL LUTHY published “Smaralind Shopping Centre” in Journal of the International Academy for Case Studies, 17, SI1, 65-70, with Instructor’s Notes in 17, SI2, 59-68.


DRS. MICHAEL LUTHY, DANIEL BAUER, MIKE RYAN, RICHARD SCHRADER and IDA KUTSCHERA published “A Campus-Based Alternative to the MBA International

**DRS. RICHARD SCHRADER, MICHAEL LUTHY and ALAN DECK** published “The Transformational Experience of International Travel: MBA Students Go to Europe” in the Northeast Decision Sciences Conference Proceedings, 775-784.


**MS. GABRIELE BOSLEY** and K.H. Lou published “Beyond Mobility: How to Develop Intercultural Competence in International Students Studying Abroad in the U.S.,” in *Handbook of Internationalisation of European Higher Education*. 

---

**Dr. Frank Hutchins** serves as the IDC 301 level coordinator, chairs the Geography initiative of the QEP, and since 2007 has conducted research on ritual fighting in the Inti Raymi festival of Cotacachi, Ecuador.
Ms. Pat Carver, Business School Instructor, serves as chair-person for the Archdiocese of Louisville’s Multicultural Ministries Board and the Accounting Awareness Program sponsored by the National Association of Black Accountants.
Ms. Winnie Spitza serves as a board member of Blanket Louisville. Through her efforts, the Bellarmine community collected more than 400 blankets during the 2011 drive.

The \textbf{Bellarmine University Doctor of Physical Therapy Program} won the Heroes of Hope Award from the Catholic Enrichment Center for its pro-bono physical therapy care for residents of west Louisville.

\textbf{Dr. Michael Huggins} continued his work with the free clinic in western Louisville and expanded to a second site named “Golden Door” that focuses on primary care services for migrants and refugees.

\textbf{Dr. J. Milburn Thompson’s} book, \textit{Introducing Catholic Social Thought} (Orbis Books, 2010), received the first place award for education from the Catholic Press Association of the United States and Canada.


\textbf{Mr. Robert G. Pfaadt} presented “History of the Roman Catholic Church” at Immaculate Conception Catholic Church in La Grange, Ky., for Oldham County and eastern Jefferson County parishes in February 2011.

\textbf{Dr. J. Milburn Thompson} presented a paper entitled “Treating Nature Nonviolently: Linking Peacemaking and Environment in Catholic Social Teaching” at the 57th annual convention of the College Theology Society in New Rochelle, N.Y.

\textbf{Dr. Bernard Minnis Sr.} helped Shelby County Public Schools and the Big Brothers Big Sisters Organization to develop a mentoring program for African-American males during 2011.

**Mr. Carl Williams** established a book club in December for students at the Park Hill Community Center in Old Louisville, an outreach project to inspire youth to develop a love for literature.

**Dr. Gregory Hillis** participated in a panel discussion on Apostolic Succession for the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity at the Eastern Area Community Ministries in Louisville in January 2011.

**Mr. Robert G. Pfaadt** served on the Trinity High School Board of Directors.

**Dr. Anne Raymond** was a member of the Governor’s Scholars Selection Committee for the Archdiocese of Louisville in January 2011.

**Dr. Elaine Lonnemann** served as a board member of St. Mary’s of the Knobs Catholic School Commission.

**Drs. Gina Pariser, Patricia Gillette, Kathy Hager** and **Karen Golemboski**, along with Bellarmine students, collaborated with the Louisville Metro Department of Public Health and Wellness and Park DuValle Community Health Center to administer the “Active Steps for Diabetes” program at the health center.

**Dr. Julie Toner** served as a teacher in the Life Skills Program at Luther Luckett Correctional Facility.

**Ms. Winnie Spitza** coordinated a campuswide blanket collection for Blanket Louisville for Louisville’s homeless in November.

**Dr. Gail Henson** served on the Highlands Community Ministries Individual and Family Assistance Steering Committee.

**Dr. Gail Henson** co-authored and piloted three online learning classes for the Oates Institute: “Grief and the Healing Arts,” “When Perspectives Collide” and “Fiction, Spirituality, and Holistic Care.”

**Dr. Paul M. Pearson** serves as treasurer of the International Thomas Merton Society and resident secretary for the 2011-13 administration. He also served on the Program Committee for the 12th general meeting of the International Thomas Merton Society held at Loyola University in Chicago in June 2011.


**Dr. Paul M. Pearson** published “Donald Allchin and the Thomas Merton Society” in the Fairacres Chronicle 44.2 (2011): 5-7.

In 2011, Bellarmine faculty members’ teaching, research and service activities had them all around the globe in support of the university’s priority of internationalization.
**MR. CARLOS MANUEL CHAVARRÍA** traveled to two archaeological sites in Mexico to explore study-abroad opportunities for Bellarmine College.

**DR. ERIC ROORDA** traveled to the Leeward Islands and Mexico to enhance the Latin American and Caribbean History course for QEP purposes.

**DR. FRANK HUTCHINS** traveled to Perú as the first stage in developing a study-abroad course on environmental anthropology, with a plan to develop a field school for Bellarmine students in the Cuzco/Machu Picchu and Lake Titicaca areas.

**MR. RICHARD BURCHARD** and **DR. MATISA WILBON** led an immersion course in South Africa.

**DR. GREGORY HILLIS** traveled to Kerala, India, during the Christmas break to explore study-abroad opportunities for Bellarmine College.

**DRS. KATE BULINSKI** and **MARY HUFF** traveled to Quito, Ecuador, and the Galapagos Islands to explore study-abroad opportunities for students in the Environmental Studies and Biology degree programs.

**DR. TOM WILSON** traveled to Western Europe over the summer to develop a study-abroad course on the Early Philosophy of Mind. Locations included London, Edinburgh, Tours, Venice and Vienna.

**MR. RICHARD BURCHARD** taught courses in Salzburg, Austria.

**DRS. CHRISTY KANE** and **CONNIE COOPER’S** course, Alternative and Complimentary Medicine: Examining the Belizean Culture, included a study-abroad component to Belize.

**DR. MICHAEL LUTHY** served on the faculty of the Telfer School of Management at the University of Ottawa during the spring semester as the Fulbright-Enders Visiting Professor of Canada-U.S. Relations.

**MS. CAREN CUNNINGHAM** taught 24 high school students English Conversation and American Culture in Jinjiang, Fujian, China, during the month of July. She also conducted her biannual service project at St. Jude’s Hospital in Vieux Fort, St. Lucia, constructing and creating five paintings for the children’s ward.
**Dr. Nelson López** taught Argentine Detective Stories in Buenos Aires and Salta, Argentina, through the Kentucky Insitute of International Studies in Summer 2011.

**Dr. Elizabeth Hinson-Hasty** presented “As Any Might Have Need,” a preliminary report, at a meeting of the AGAPE Consultation workgroup in Kingston, Jamaica, on May 15, 2011. Dr. Hinson-Hasty also presented and was published in the conference proceedings with “As Any Might Have Need: Envisioning Communities of Shared Partnership,” final presentation, at the North American Regional Meetings and Forum in Calgary, Canada, on Nov. 8, 2011.


**Dr. Christy D. Wolfe** et al. presented “Early Parent-Child Interactions and Later Executive Function Skills” at the Society for Research in Child Development Conference in Montreal, Canada, in May 2011.

**Dr. David L. Mosley** presented “Listening to Schubert’s Late Musical Landscapes and Thanatos as Muse: Schubert and Concepts of Late Style” at the School of Music, University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland.

**Dr. Gregory Hillis** presented “Pneumatology and Soteriology according to Gregory of Nazianzus and Cyril of Alexandria” at the XVIth International Conference on Patristic Studies, Oxford, UK, August 2011.

**Dr. Katherine Biederman** presented “Rationality, Irrationality, and the Excuse of Ignorance” at the 6th annual International Conference on Philosophy, Athens Institute for Education and Research (ATINER), in Athens, Greece, on May 31, 2011.

**Dr. Nelson López** presented “Teaching Hispanic Latino Culture and Literature in Business” at the 76th annual Convention of the Association for Business Communication in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, on Oct. 20, 2011.

**Dr. Elaine Lonnemann** presented “Expanding the Physical Therapy Classroom Through the Use of an International Wiki” at the 16th International Congress of the World Confederation for Physical Therapy in Amsterdam, Netherlands, in June 2011.

**Dr. Elizabeth Fitzgerald** presented “Seguridad del Paciente I Jornadas Internacionales de Enfermería, Nutrición Humana, Y Terapia Fisica: Por la Calidad de Atención y Mejores Estilos de Vida” at La Facultad de Enfermería de la Pontificia Universidad Católica del Ecuador in Quito, Ecuador, Sept. 2011.

**Dr. Mark Wiegand and Joseph A. Brosky Jr.** presented “Developing Professional Core Values in Students Through Multiple Service Learning Experiences and Professional Competence vs. Professionalism: Interdependent Phenomena Developed, Cultivated and Nurtured through Service-learning Experiences in a Doctor of Physical Therapy Program” at the 4th International Symposium on Service Learning in Ningbo, Zhejiang, China, Sept. 23-25, 2011.

**Dr. Patricia Gillette** presented with N. Rowan “Innovative Interdisciplinary Training in and Delivery of Evidence-Based Geriatric Services: Creating a Bridge With Social Work and Physical Therapy” at the International Geriatrics & Palliative Care Conference in Chongqing, China, in April 2011.

**Dr. Mark Wiegand and Joseph A. Brosky Jr.** presented “Professional Competence vs. Professionalism: Service-learning as Pedagogy to Cultivate, Nurture...
and Develop Professionalism in a Doctor of Physical Therapy Program” at the 4th International “Service-Learning in Higher Education: Connecting the Global to the Local” conference in Ningbo, Zhejiang, China, Sept. 23-25, 2011.

**DRS. KENT BROWN, JOSEPH A. BROSKY JR., DAVID PARISER** et al. presented “Effects of Prehabilitation on Early Rehabilitation Outcomes Following Total Knee Arthroplasty in Patients with Knee Osteoarthritis” at the 16th International World Conference of Physical Therapy in Amsterdam, Holland, in June 2011.

**DR. MICHAEL LUTHY** presented “Leveraging Teaching and Service Responsibilities for Scholarship” at the University of Ottawa in Ontario, Canada, in February 2011.

**DR. MICHAEL LUTHY** et al. presented “Innovative Teaching Strategies for Use in Today’s Classroom” at the University of Ottawa in Ontario, Canada, in March 2011.

**DR. PAUL M. PEARSON** served on the International Advisory Board of the Merton Fellowship for Peace and Contemplative Living in Ireland.

**DR. PAUL M. PEARSON** presented “A Hidden Wholeness: The Zen Photography of Thomas Merton” at St. Andrew’s United Church and Centre for Peace in Golden, B.C., Canada, on Aug. 8, 2011.


**DR. DAVID BOYCE** led a Physical Therapy Field Experience course in Australia.

**MS. PAT CARVER** with **MR. CURT RICHARDS** led an IDC course in Italy.

**MS. GABRIELE BOSLEY** presented “Applying Theory and Research to Enhance Student Learning Abroad” at the National Association of International Educators (NAFSA Annual) Conference in Vancouver, B.C., on June 30, 2011.
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